
 

 

 

REPORT ON RUN 416 ON 6
TH

 MARCH 2022 
 

At Tullecombe Forestry car park a tribe of fifteen were we 

An added bonus of five canine friends also ran free 

We set off as a pack with excitement and glee 

Only to very quickly stumble upon our first falsee ! 

 

The trail then took us through some rooty woods 

Where Forgetmeknot stumbled upon some culinary goods 

Dropping down into a dark valley as only we possibly could  

Where the hell are we, what a bizarre neighbourhood ! 

 

Our cries echoed throughout the depths of the forest 

‘Are you’ ChillyWillie bellowed and by far the loudest 

Headboy stooped head bowed yet far from embarrassed 

Out of puff, a check point he longed and would cherish ! 

 

Hounds Jack and Cooper taking the lead on their bungy 

Dragging Forkin’Wisperer nearly onto her knees 

Some may call this cheating and an advantage surely 

Forkin’Wisperer begs to differ and strongly disagrees ! 

 

More lost belongings where Alpha Blocker picked up a hat 

She noticed a tree stump … ‘resembles a bum hole’ Nutbush spat 

Finally approaching the hill’s summit and longing for some flat  

Ravinous Curls and Nutbush tackled the stile not noticing the gap ! 

 

Taking in the scenery and a long but surefooted climb  

Views really quite breath taking and pure sublime  

A herd of onlooking cows grazing happily in the sunshine 

They joined us in our ‘On On’ calls and perfectly in time ! 

 

Popping out the undergrowth in the village of Rogate 

Looking rather disheveled and one hell of a state 

On we went to the open plains to meet our soggy fate 

Taking the plunge drenched to the waist, Blockers know how to humiliate ! 

 

Martin P our hero and first to take the plunge 

He certainly embraced it with one almighty lunge 

Forkin Whisperer swiftly followed, water absorbing as a sponge 

Followed reluctantly by the pack into the riverbank’s gunge ! 

 

Away from the river and onto the next stage 

Clambering up a bank a barbwire fence to gauge 

Bending awkwardly to clamber through unscathed  

Ravinous Curls admits he’s ‘a bit stiff in his old age’ ! 

 



 

Jogging down a windy lane edged with Daffodils 

Onto boggy trails ankle deep in mud ‘a Hash thrill’ 

Stumbling across two rickety swings away from the hills 

Forgetmeknot and Ravinous Curls nearly took a spill ! 

 

Well this sums up another stunning morning Hash 

Topped off nicely with a surprising splash 

Blockers be warned there could be a backlash 

For now off to the Jolly Drovers we all jollily dash ! 

 

Treena ‘Nutbush’ Haigh 

 

 

 



 

   

   

 



 

   

   


